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It is time for the jumpers again in Westphalia
„Every week on monday…“ starts into the last round

Münster: Münster: The auction marathon of the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. starts into
the last round for the time being. In another collection 28 foals predispositioned on jumping are
for sale. Since Tuesday morning the photos and videos of the jumping cracks of tomorrow can be
viewed online. From Thursday, July 23, 9 am, bidding on the foals starts. The Bid Up starts as usual
on Monday, July 27, at 7.30 pm.
Once again the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. has put together a highly interesting collection.
After two online auctions for dressage foals, the jumping offspring are now back in the starting
blocks. The collection contains 21 colts and 7 fillies with international genetics. The auction kicks of
with very interesting filly as number 1. The Taloubet Z-daughter Top Girl carries through her dam the
highly interesting blood of Chacco-Blue. The stallion, who died much too early, always attracts
attention with his offspring. Successful sport horses and numerous licensed stallions are sired by him.
The impressive grey Cornet Obolensky is also an integral part of Westphalian show jumping horse
breeding. In this collection several youngsters carry his blood in their veins. A direct son of the star
sire is represented with the head number eight. Through his sons Comme il faut, Cornet de Semilly,
Capistrano and Crime is Collin, more foals carry this blood. Three times Cornet Obolensky is also
represented as the dam's sire. With international top stars of the jumping sport such as Taloubet Z,
Eldorado van de Zeshoek or Tangelo van de Zuuthoeve this highly interesting collection continues.
The popular Hickstead bloodline is represendet with offspring of Hickstead Blue and Hickstead White
with the head numbers 18 and 19. These performance bloodlines are paired with mothers who were
successful in sport themselves or descent from tested dam lines.
The collection with photos and video as well as all further information can be viewed as usual at
onlineauction.westfalenpferde.de The registration for bidding is easy and free of charge on this
platform. Registered users also have access to a veterinary report of the foals. Do not hesitate,
register now and secure your Westphalian offspring. The next online auction for pony and special
breed foals will take place on August 17. Two further online auctions for riding horse foals will follow
on September 7 and 14.
The attached photo can be used free of charge in connection with this press release. Picture credits:
Guido Recki.
BU: Number 1 Top Girl by Taloubet Z/Chacco-Blue.

